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ExecutiveExecutiveExecutiveExecutive SummarySummarySummarySummary

In order to better serve the students in collecting, organizing, preserving,
communicating, and sharing the various collections and programs available to
patrons of the library system, we propose Rhea, a mobile application that aims to
help library users to better manage their UM library issues. This application is
designed for the active users in library, especially the students who often miss
the due date and suffer from the penalty from library due to their heavy
workload. It mainly functions as a reminder to remind the users of their return
date, overdue fines, waitlist, reservations, ordering and renewing. In addition, it
also collects the basic functions of library information system, such as displaying
general information of the borrowed materials and related loan policy.

We applied the interaction design research methods to our design process,
including:

� Framing the design problem to find design inspiration
� Sketching alternatives to develop various solution for reference
� Conducting group ideation and brainstorm to create concept map
� Creating scenarios and storyboards
� Creating wireframes and prototyping
� Conducting critical reflection on design according to design critique and

analysis

We also applied a variety of methods to evaluate the functionality and usability of
our interactive system to our design, including:

� Mapping the interaction flow based on the prototypes
� Embodying and interviewing a set of target users to gain insights of user

needs
� Comparing the features and usability of your system with competitors'

systems
� Surveying users for their opinions and experiences
� Using checklists and heuristics analysis to evaluate the system
� Conducting user testing of typical tasks on the system
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

Based on the research, we concluded several key findings that exist in the
process of borrowing, reserving and ordering items from UM library. Students
sometimes are heavily fined for certain type of overdue materials (such as DVDs
and textbooks). But UM library notice system sometimes fail to inform students
of the status of the items they borrowed, reserved or ordered, which may cause
students to overdue or get confused. Besides, the reminder service for waiting
list of ordering service is not sufficient either so that students could not see the
information of their activity in UM Library (borrowing, making reservation, and
ordering) at the same time.

Based on these findings, we focused our design scope on the problem that
MLibrary fails to effectively and consistently inform students of their library
issues, which may cause students heavy financial loss and their dissatisfaction
with the MLibrary service. We decided to solve this problem with embedding a
mobile application to the MLibrary mobile site. We think that a library reminder
app could make MLibrary resources or services more mobile and serve users
better. At present, the library only displays loan status information on the
webpage under the user’s account, and simply sends notices to the user’s
registration email address. The current communications between MLibrary and
users are not efficient to ensure users to receive notices and handle them in time.
Compared to email notice, a mobile application with multiple reminding
functions is more effective, convergent and consistent.

Our target user group is active student users of Mlibrary, who have tight time
schedule and easy to forget about loan issues under pressures. Generally
speaking, they are in bad need of borrowing materials from library frequently.
Although the faculty and staff have even more needs of borrowing materials, they
don't have to pay the penalty for overdue so that our design is not aimed at
reminding them of the overdue. To narrow down our project scope, we mainly
focus on serving the student users.

We have designed a mobile application to solve this problem. The user can
personalize the setting to pick the way they feel the most comfortable. Basically
this application can function as a reminder to remind users of due date,
reservation status, circulation of books in store and incoming new books. The
users don’t have to worry about missing the email notices when they have a lot of
emails to handle and manage daily because they have this mobile application
with the features: easy to take and check, frequent usage, and instant reminder.
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DesignDesignDesignDesign ResearchResearchResearchResearch

FindingsFindingsFindingsFindings

We started our design research with initial exploratory research to understand
the desires of UM library and students’ needs and behavior regarding the
reminding system of UM library. We conducted 5 half-hour interviews with 3 UM
undergraduate students and 2 UM library staff. In the interviews with students,
we focused on their experience of borrowing, making reservations, getting notice,
getting penalty and returning items from UM libraries. In the interviews with UM
library staff, we included the questions about the book borrow policies, library
administrations, online systems, and notification functions.

Based on the analysis of the interviews, we gained several insights about
students behavior and needs which, in turn, make us to make several design
choices.

Firstly, students got heavy fines for certain type of overdue materials (such as
DVDs and textbooks). Overdue fines for Ask with Media Library items (mostly
DVDs) are $5.00 per day for student borrowers, and overdue recall fines are
$2.00 per day, per item for student borrowers. One student told us that one of her
friends got $300 fine for 10 DVDs overdue for 3 days. The heavy fines make it an
important issue for students to return materials by the due date to avoid the fine.

However, our next finding shows that the UM library notification system
sometimes fail to inform students about the status of the items they borrowed,
reserved or ordered, which may lead students to get fined or confused. The
student who got $300 fine didn’t know that she failed to renew the DVDs in the
online, since she didn’t get any notification for the overdue DVDs. Another
student said once she got $5 penalty for one DVD, because she forgot the due
time was at midnight and it was too late when she realized it. One student
reflected that she was confused with the UM library notification because she only
gets courtesy notice sometimes for the DVDs, not every single time, before the
due date.

Besides the unsatisfying notification service for borrowed items, the reminder
service for waiting list the ordering service and are not sufficient either. One
student said she got a notification when the popular novel that she reserved 5
months ago was available. She was a little confused at first because she didn’t get
any information from the library about the book during the past 5 months. She
didn’t know how many students were waiting for the novel in front of her, or how
long it would take for her to get the book. There is the similar problem with the
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ordering service, too. Students can only got one email notification from 7 Fast or
Interlibrary Loan when the ordered book arrived, but they are not sure when
they can get the book. One student said if she would wait for too long on the
waitlist or for the arrival of the book, she would prefer to cancel the reservation
or order since she might need the material within a certain time period.
Generally, being informed about their status on waitlist could help students make
decision better.

At last, students could not see the information of their activity in UM library
(borrowing, making reservation, and ordering) in the same place. From the
interviews, students said that they were informed about the penalty and due
date information on each item in form of a piece of paper or sheet, and they got
notification for reserved or ordered only from emails. As a result, all the
information related to students library activities are separated in different places
and media, which is inconvenient for students to remember or manage.

ComparativeComparativeComparativeComparative AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

We looked at Mirlyn Mobile and MLibrary website to examine whether the
current version of MLibrary system can satisfy user needs in the process of
borrowing, reserving and ordering library resources. We also analyzed several
current reminder applications, and compared them with our MLibrary current
notification system.

1.1.1.1. ResearchResearchResearchResearch ofofofof CurrentCurrentCurrentCurrentMLibraryMLibraryMLibraryMLibrary systemsystemsystemsystem

a.a.a.a. MirlynMirlynMirlynMirlynMobileMobileMobileMobile
MLibrary’s mobile version, Mirlyn Mobile, is used to check MLibrary information.
It is a web app which is readable in mobile browser. It has similar interface with
common mobile app. It provides basic MLibrary information and resource,
allowing users to search, check library hours and locations, ask a librarian, check
resource assess, and to check news and events.

However, if users want to log in MLibrary and see personal information, the
webpage will turn to MLibrary main website, which is not suitable for mobile
users.

b.b.b.b. MLibraryMLibraryMLibraryMLibraryWebsiteWebsiteWebsiteWebsite
MLibrary provides detailed information of user’s account. Users can check their
Checkouts, Holds and Recalls, Bookings, Fines and Interlibarary Loan through
MLibrary website. Users will receive notification of those information through
their email accounts. However, it doesn’t have any salient prompts in website or
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in email. Therefore, users may ignore important notifications from MLibrary if
they don’t check email frequently or if their email box have great amount of
emails. Besides, as we mentioned in the interview, some users reported that they
didn’t receive any notification sometimes. Such information gap results some
severe consequences. For example, some users forget to return their resource
before due date and get fined. Some users forget to take those holding books
from library.

2.2.2.2. ResearchResearchResearchResearch ofofofof CurrentCurrentCurrentCurrent ReminderReminderReminderReminder SystemSystemSystemSystem

a.a.a.a. iPhoneiPhoneiPhoneiPhone ClockClockClockClock
The iPhone Clock has four different functions: World Clock, Alarm, Stopwatch
and Timer. As our team focus is similar to Alarm function in iPhone Clock, we
mainly analyze this function. The Alarm allows you to add one or more alarm
times to a list. You can specify the sound to play, whether to allow a snooze
function, and you can name the alarm. You can also have the alarm repeat on one
or more days of the week. You set the time for an alarm using three dials at the
bottom of the screen. So, for instance, you could set the alarm to wake you
Monday through Thursday at 7 a.m., and then Friday at 7:30 a.m. and Saturday at
10 a.m. You could also set an alarm for every day at 10 p.m. to remind you to take
medication or let the cat out.

b.b.b.b. iOSiOSiOSiOS appappappapp //// AlarmedAlarmedAlarmedAlarmed
The Alarmed application also has reminder function. Pop-up reminder alerts
with robust repeat scheduling, flexible snooze and full customization. User can
create or edit Quick Reminders with just a couple of taps. Besides, user can have
particular reminder setting in Super Reminder. Super Reminder offers complete
configurability, including robust repeat options, snooze, customized sounds,
pre-alarms, notes and more. The Alarmed also offers duplicated reminder
through mail and message. Therefore, user still can receive reminder if their
mobile device is out of power. Multiple reminders also strengthen user’s
impression especially for some urgent situation.

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

We highlighted a number of findings related to the analysis of MLibrary system
and popular reminder applications.

� MLibrary system lacks consistent interface design in Mirlyn web app.There is
no user’s account page for mobile browser. The interface design of Mirlyn
Mobile is different from MLibrary website

� MLibrary system needs to enhance notification system and develop several
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reminding methods.

� A quick reminder or default reminder setting optimizes user experience. The
setting should meet user’s need.

DesignDesignDesignDesign ProcessProcessProcessProcess

PersonasPersonasPersonasPersonas &&&& ScenariosScenariosScenariosScenarios

SCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIO #1#1#1#1

Tom borrowed 6DVDs from library. He felt excited about enjoying such great
resources from university. He could relax himself by watching the fantastic
movies after working hard on the assignments and projects. This time, the
borrowing period would last one month. After 3 weeks, the library sent him an
email about deadline reminding. However, at that time, Tom was stuck in tons of
projects and didn’t even notice such reminders from library. Finally he missed
the deadline and received penalty notification from library, which would charge
him of fines through Woverine Access. He felt upset since it was not the first time
he had to pay the fines, and the amount kept accumulating and now reached a
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certain amount, which was terrible. In order to deal with this penalty, he had to
browse the relative principles. Then he felt confused about the policy of library
since when he remembered this stuff, he just didn’t get access to the policy
webpage or find any place with comprehensive and specific policy description.

Then he decided to install Rhea in his mobile phone. Everything was different!
When he was buried by many assignments again, he didn’t need to worry about
library issues because the reminder could automatically remind him of the loan
deadlines. The reminders would repeat everyday till he returned the items to the
library. The information displayed on the interface included everything he
needed to know about borrowing and returning, like checktouts, holds and
recalls, and so forth. The reminding methods could be easily personalized so that
Tom would find the way he felt most comfortable to remind himself, like setting
the right reminding frequency or ring sounds.

SCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIO #2#2#2#2

Tom had selected a cognate class in Ross school. He was added into Ctools just
before the first class because this course gave priority to the students in their
school, and allowed the students from other schools to be enrolled only after
satisfying their own students’ needs. In the first class, the professor
recommended several textbooks for them and notified that they would use these
books in next class. Tom immediately reserved the books in the library online.
The system showed that there was one student before him in the line. On the day
before the second class, when Tom decided to buy the book in bookstore, he
received a reminder that the student in the position before him canceled the
reservation so that Tom could directly pick this book in library now!

SCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIO #3#3#3#3

Tom saw a recommendation about a new magic novel on a poster in school. He
was attracted by the description and would like to reserve it in library. However,
according to the searching results, the library didn’t have this book in store
currently. Then Tom reserved this book through this application. To reserve the
book and wait for his turn, or search for other ways to get this book? Tom
decided to check a local bookstore which is quite near his house to see if they had
this book right now. Then he found it there. The price was not that expensive so
he decided to buy this book in order to read it tonight. He used Rhea to
successfully cancel his reservation in waiting list.
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SCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIO #1#1#1#1

Emily found a set of CDs of classic music online. She felt excited because it was a
valuable product to help her better appreciate the beauty of classic music.
However, she could neither download free music pieces from the Internet nor
afforded this product in CD stores because of the high price. Then she found the
same CDs in school library. She booked them, and then waited for library’s
procurement plan.
After 3 months, she almost forgot about this reservation. One day, she received a
reminding notification through Rhea that this music product had arrived. She
was excited that she wouldn’t miss this great masterpiece with Rhea’s help!

SCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIOSCENARIO #2#2#2#2

One day Emily borrowed a set of music CDs from library but then she had to be
outside the town for estimated one month. The default reminding time was at the
day before the deadline and the reminding notification would repeat at a setting
frequency. She thought this reminder was too close to the deadline, and was
afraid that she was unable to return these CDs in time. Emily decided to
personalize the reminding time: to set it as multiple reminders (one at one week
before the deadline, one at 5 days before the deadline, and 3 days before the
deadline). She would like to receive such reminders and deliver such
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notifications to her friends to help her return the CDs if she couldn’t come back
to Ann Arbor before the deadline.

SketchSketchSketchSketch

We conducted brainstorm through creating sketch for the product structure and
fundamental interaction flows (See Figure 1).
� How the related information could be well organized and distributed on the

interfaces?
� How the logo and other graphic factors accurately express our design idea?
� How to arrange some basic operations and corresponding reactions?

Figure 1
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InteractionInteractionInteractionInteractionMapMapMapMap

Interaction Map is a method for designers to visualize the major tasks users can
perform. It highlights the interaction flow of task performance of the system by
showing all the possible routes from page to page. It also serves as guidance for
designers to see all the major tasks users can perform in later design stages, such
as during hi-fi prototyping and usability testing (See Appendix 1： Interaction
Map).

Our interaction map generally describes three main interaction flows: borrowing,
waiting and ordering. These flows have a common focus: reminding users of the
status in corresponding functional panel. The interaction map can display some
main features of Rhea’s interface design.
� The reminding interface use the general wireframe of the traditional

reminding application so that it’s usage can keep consistent with users’
common sense.

� The setting allows users to experience unique reminding methods, which can
set multiple reminders at the same time, and personalize the methods
according to users’ individual customs.

� The notification labels apply different color modes to show current status of
the corresponding items.

We started off this competition through a brainstorming session at an iDesign
MLibrary design jam during January 2011. We examined different ideas, and
decided that we want to explore the MLibrary’s audio collection, because audio
as a medium should be independently represented as a collection. Moreover,
each of our team members then individually came up with sketches about the
design for all the pages. We discussed and brainstormmore alternatives.
We come out with four main pages: home page, search result page, our “music
exploration” page, and profile pages for users. We finalized our initial design by
drawing a series of sketches that illustrates the interaction flow of the system.

SolutionSolutionSolutionSolution

Given our research findings, we pursued a primarily mobile-based system that
we have named Rhea. The system would allow users to check the status of their
borrowed, reserved and ordered items, and it would also remind students of
those status changes. Rhea focuses on three kinds of user behaviors: borrowing,
waiting and ordering, and it mainly has three functions: Reminder, fine calculator,
and order manager. Moreover, Rhea enables users to check out the basic
information of the library resources in a convergent and consistent way (See
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Figure 2: User Case).

Figure 2: User Case

Figure 3

RemindersRemindersRemindersReminders

There are five ways that Rhea reminds users about
MLibrary issues: visual notification, pushing, alarms,
short messages and emails.

(1).(1).(1).(1).VisualVisualVisualVisual notification:notification:notification:notification:

Rhea use different colors as key factor in visual
notification. For example, three statuses are included for
borrowed items: Safe, dangers and emergency, the
corresponding color banners are green, orange and red.
A borrowed item in “safe” status means the due date is
at least three days away. When the due date is within
three days, the status would changes to “dangerous”, and
it depends on users’ settings whether Rhea would send
reminders for items in this status. “Emergency” status
means that an item is on the due date or is already
overdue. Rhea will send reminders to users for
“emergency” items on daily basis (See Figure 3). For
reserved items, Rhea will inform users about the
number of people on the waitlist and assess the date
when the items are available. As the date when items are

Figure 4
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available approaching, the status will change and
reminds users about the reservation (See Figure 4).

(2).(2).(2).(2).Pushing:Pushing:Pushing:Pushing:

When item status change, not only the color for the item
would change, a red mark with the number of changes
would also pop up on the upper-right corner of each tag
on navigation menu. For example, when a borrowed
book change its status from “safe” to dangers, or from
“dangers” to “emergency”, the mark would appear on
the corner so users can check out immediately.

(3).(3).(3).(3).Alarms,Alarms,Alarms,Alarms, emailemailemailemail andandandand shortshortshortshortmessages:messages:messages:messages:

Beside visual notification and pushing functions, highly
customizable reminder for each library item is one of
Rhea’s outstanding features. For each item that users
borrowed, reserved or ordered, Rhea enable users to set
alarms, email notifications or short message
notifications on different frequencies, even at certain
times (See Figure 5 & Figure 6 & Figure 7). Rhea has a
default alarm setting to remind users to return
borrowed items the day before the due date and on the
due date. For reserved or ordered items, Rhea is set to
remind users when the item is available or arrived.
Users can freely change the default settings or add new
reminder methods based on different types of library
resources (i.e. DVDs, normal books, textbooks and so on)
they use.

FineFineFineFine calculatorcalculatorcalculatorcalculator

Fines calculator is mainly applied to borrowed items,
when borrowed items are going to be or has become or
overdue, Rhea would not only remind users about them,

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7
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but also calculate the fines that users may receive (See
Figure 8).

OrderOrderOrderOrder managementmanagementmanagementmanagement

Rhea can help users borrow, reserve or order book
online, and it also allows users to modify the delivery
requirement.

Figure 8
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix

Appendix 1：Interaction Map
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